Introduction
The purpose of this article is to adapt the Frölicher-type inequality, stated and proven for complex and symplectic manifolds in [4] , to the case of transversely holomorphic and symplectic foliations. These inequalities provide a criterion for checking whether a foliation transversely satisfies the ∂∂-lemma and the dd Λ -lemma (i.e. whether the basic forms of a given foliation satisfy them). These lemmas are linked to such properties as the formality of the basic de Rham complex of a foliation and the transverse hard Lefschetz property. In particular they provide an obstruction to the existence of a transverse Kähler structure for a given foliation. In the second section we will provide some information concerning the d ′ d ′′ -lemma for a given double complex (K •,• , d ′ , d ′′ ) and state the main results from [4] . We will also recall some basic facts and definitions concerning foliations. In the third section we treat the case of transversely holomorphic foliations. We also give a brief review of some properties of the basic Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomology theories. In Section 4 we prove the symplectic version of the Frölicher-type inequality. The final 3 sections of this paper are devoted to the applications of our main theorems. In them we verify the aforementioned lemmas for some simple examples, give the orbifold versions of the Frölicher-type inequalities and show that transversely Kähler foliations satisfy both the ∂∂-lemma and the dd Λ -lemma (or in other words that our main theorems provide an obstruction to the existence of a transversely Kähler structure). 
The first theorem stated here will give us a couple of conditions equivalent to satysfying the d ′ d ′′ -lemma.
Theorem 2.1. ( [11] , lemma 5.15) Let K •,• be a bounded double complex with notation as above. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
• Ker(d
• Im(d
For any double chain complex there exist two filtrations of the associated total chain complex given by:
This filtrations induce two spectral sequences ′ E p,q r and ′′ E p,q r in the standard way (cf. [7] ). This spectral sequences satisfy:
• is a first (or third) quadrant double complex, then both associated spectral sequences converge to the total cohomology of the complex K
•,• . 
The Frölicher-type inequality for graded vector spaces
In this subsection we will state the two main theorems from the paper [4] concerning the Frölicher-type inequality for graded and bigraded vector spaces. These theorems will play a crutial role in proving the basic Frölicher-type inequalities for transversely holomorphic and transversely symplectic foliations. Let us start with a Z 2 -graded K-vector space V •,• , endowed with two endomorphisms δ 1 and δ 2 with order (δ 1,1 , δ 1,2 ) and (δ 2,1 , δ 2,2 ) respectively. Furthermore, let us assume that this endomorphisms satisfy the condition: 
We call them the total, δ 1 , Aeppli and Bott-Chern cohomology respectively. One can also define this cohomology groups in the Z-graded case.
It is apparent that this definition coincides with the one in the previous subsection. We can now proceed to state the first of the two main theorems of this subsection:
•,• be as above. Suppose that:
Then for every j ∈ Z the following inequality holds:
Furthermore, the equality holds iff V •,• satisfies the δ 1 δ 2 -lemma.
In order to state this theorem in the Z-graded case we need one additional construction. Given a Z-graded vector space V
• , endowed with two endomorphisms δ 1 and δ 2 of order |δ 1 | and |δ 2 |, satisfying (1) we define the associated Z 2 -graded vector space by:
We can also extend δ 1 and δ 2 to this bigraded vector space in such a way that their orders are (1, 0) and (0, 1). With this we can now state the second main theorem of this subsection:
Moreover, the following two conditions are equivalent:
1. The equality in (2) holds and the spectral sequences associated to the double complex Doub •,• (V • ) degenerate at the first page.
V
• satisfies the δ 1 δ 2 -lemma.
Foliations
We shall end the preliminary part of this paper with a brief review of some basic facts concerning foliations and transverse structures. The interested reader is referred to [20] for a more thorough exposition.
Definition 2.2.
A codimension q foliation F on a smooth n-manifold M is given by the following data:
• An open cover U := {U i } i∈I of M.
• A q-dimensional smooth manifold T 0 .
• For each U i ∈ U a submersion f i : U i → T 0 with connected fibers (these fibers are called plaques).
• For all intersections
The last condition ensures that plaques glue nicely to form a partition of M consisting of submanifolds of M of codimension q. This partition is called a foliation F of M and the elements of this partition are called leaves of F . 
Basic 0-forms will be called basic functions henceforth.
Basic forms are in one to one correspondence with Γ-invariant smooth forms on T. It is clear that dω is basic for any basic form ω. Hence, the set of basic forms of F (denoted Ω
• (M/F )) is a subcomplex of the de Rham complex of M. We define the basic cohomology of F to be the cohomology of this subcomplex and denote it by H
• (M/F ). A transverse structure to F is a Γ-invariant structure on T. For example: Definition 2.4. F is said to be transversely symplectic if T admits a Γ-invariant closed 2-form ω of maximal rank. ω is then called a transverse symplectic form. As we noted earlier ω corresponds to a closed basic form of rank q on M (also denoted ω). Definition 2.5. F is said to be transversely holomorphic if T admits a complex structure that makes all the γ ij holomorphic. This is equivalent to the existence of an almost complex structure J on the normal bundle NF := T M/ T F (where T F is the bundle tangent to the leaves) satisfying:
• L X J = 0 for any vector field X tangent to the leaves.
• if Y 1 and Y 2 are sections of the normal bundle then:
where [ , ] is the bracket induced on the sections of the normal bundle. Definition 2.6. F is said to be transversely orientable if T is orientable and all the γ ij are orientation preserving. This is equivalent to the orientability of NF . Definition 2.7. F is said to be Riemannian if T has a Γ-invariant Riemannian metric. This is equivalent to the existence of a Riemannian metric g on NF with L X g = 0 for all vector fields X tangent to the leaves. Definition 2.8. F is said to be transversely parallelizable if there exist q linearly independent Γ-invariant vector fields. Definition 2.9. A foliation is said to be Hermitian if it is both transversely holomorphic and Riemannian.
Throughout the rest of this section F will denote a transversely orientable Riemannian foliation on a compact manifold M. Under these assumptions we shall construct a scalar product on the space of basic forms following [13] . We start with the SO(q)-principal bundle p : M # → M of orthonormal frames transverse to F . The foliation F lifts to a p dimensional, tansversely parallelizable, Riemannian foliation F # on M # . Furthermore, this foliation is SO(q)-invariant (i.e. for any element a ∈ SO(q) and any leaf L of F # , a(L) is also a leaf of F # ). There exists a compact manifold W and a fibre bundle π : M # → W with fibers equal to the closures of leaves of F # . The manifold W is called the basic manifold of F . It is apparent that the SO(q)-invariant smooth functions on W and basic functions on M are in one to one correspondence. In particular, for basic k-forms α and β the basic function g x (α x , β x ) induces a SO(q)-invariant function Φ(α, β)(w) on W (where g x is the scalar product induced on k T * x M by the Riemmanian structure). With this we can define the scalar product on basic forms:
Where µ is the meassure associated to the metric on W. The transverse * -operator can be defined fiberwise on the orthogonal complements of the spaces tanget to the leaves in the standard way. This construction can be repeated for complex valued basic forms on Hermitian foliations. We shall finish this section by recalling the notion of a transversely elliptic differential operator. We shall restrict our attention to differential operators on basic forms (cf. [13] , [14] ).
Definition 2.10. A basic differential operator of order m is a linear map
.., y q ) (where x i are leaf-wise coordinates and y j are transverse ones) it has the form:
where a s are matrices of appropriate size with basic functions as coefficients.
A basic differential operator is called transversely elliptic if its principal symbol is an isomorphism at all points of x ∈ M and all non-zero, transverse, cotangent vectors at x.
Due to the correspondence between basic forms of F and Γ-invariant forms on the transverse manifold T, a basic differential operator induces a Γ-invariant differential operator on T. Furthermore, transverse ellipticity of a basic differential operator is equivalent to the ellipticity of its Γ-invariant counterpart (this is apparent since the principal symbol is defined pointwise).
Theorem 2.5. (cf. [13] , [14] ) Under the above assumptions the kernel of a transversely elliptic differential operator is finitely dimensional.
3 Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomology theories
Basic Bott-Chern cohomology of foliations
Let M be a manifold of dimension n = p + 2q, endowed with a Hermitian foliation F of complex codimension q. Using the basic Dolbeault double complex we can define the basic Bott-Chern cohomology of F :
where the operators ∂ and∂ are defined as the components of order (1,0) and (0,1) of the operator d restricted to the basic forms (as mentioned earlier). Our main goal in this subsection, is to prove the decomposition theorem for basic Bott-Chern cohomology. To that purpose, we define the operator:
where by ∂ * and∂ * , we mean the operators adjoint to ∂ and∂, with respect to the Hermitian product, defined by the transverse Hermitian structure.
Proposition 3.1. The operator ∆ BC is transversely elliptic and self-adjoint.
Proof. Being self-adjoint is easy to see using the definition of ∆ BC . To prove ellipticity, we will show that the principal symbol of this operator coincides, on the local quotient manifold, with the principal symbol of the manifold version of ∆ BC , which is elliptic as proven in [21] . In [12] the authors showed that the operator δ adjoint to d is given by the formula:
where α is a complex valued basic k-form and P κ is a basic 1-form dependent on F (a slightly modified mean curvature). By splitting P κ into forms κ 1 and κ 2 of type (1,0) and (0,1) respectively, we get the following formula:
Since * κ 1 ∧ * and * κ 2 ∧ * are 0-order differential operators, they do not contribute to the principal symbol of ∆ BC . Hence, the principal symbol of ∆ BC is the same as the principal symbol of:
where:
which in turn has the same principal symbol as the manifold version of ∆ BC on the local quotient manifold. 
In particular, H 
Hence, it is evident that,
In other words,
By computing it's orthogonal complement, we get the first part of the theorem. To prove the isomorphism, two observation are required. Firstly,
BC (M/F ) is finite dimensional, because it is isomorphic to the kernel of a self-adjoint transversely elliptic differential operator.
Basic Aeppli cohomology of foliations
Let M and F be as in the previous section. We define the basic Aeppli cohomology of F to be:
We define a basic differential operator, needed for the decomposition theorem for the basic Aeppli cohomology of F :
Proof. This proposition is proven in the exact same way as the analogous proposition for ∆ BC .
Theorem 3.2. (Decomposition of basic Aeppli cohomology) Let M be a compact manifold, endowed with a Hermitian foliation F . Then we have the following decomposition:
In particular, there is an isomorphism,
and the dimension of H
•,•
A (M/F ) is finite. Proof. By calculations similar as in the Bott-Chern case we get the following equality:
Computing the orthogonal compliment of Ker(∆ A ), finishes the first part of the proof. The isomorphism is the consequence of two basic facts. Firstly, Ker(∆ A ) ⊂ Ker(∂∂). Secondly, Ker(∂∂) and Im((∂∂) * ) have trivial intersection. Finally, H
A (M/F ) is finitely dimensional, because it is isomorphic to the kernel of a self-adjoint, transversely elliptic differential operator.
Finally, we will prove a duality theorem for basic Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomology. However, for the theorem to work, we need an additional condition on our foliation:
Remark 3.1. The above condition guaranties that the following equalities hold for basic r-forms:
where * is the transverse * -operator. For general foliations this does not have to be true (c.f. [20] , appendix B, example 2.3 and [13] ).
Corollary 3.1. If M is a compact manifold endowed with a Hermitian, homologically orientable foliation F , then the transverse star operator induces an isomorphism:
Proof. From the proofs of decomposition theorems, we know that
which proves the duality thanks to the isomorphism described in the decomposition theorems.
Remark 3.2. The definition of Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomology theories are valid for transversely holomorphic foliations. However, all the theorems up until now strongly depend on the transverse Hermitian structure.
Basic Frölicher-type inequality
Let us continue with our main result concerning the basic Bott-Chern and Aeppli cohomologies:
(Basic Frölicher-type inequality) Let M be a manifold of dimension n endowed with a transversely holomorphic foliation F of complex codimension q. Let us assume that the basic Dolbeault cohomology of F are finitely dimensional. Then, for every k ∈ N, the following inequality holds:
Furthermore, the equality holds for every k ∈ N, iff F satisfies the ∂∂-lemma (i.e. its basic Dolbeault double complex satisfies the ∂∂-lemma).
Proof. By applying Theorem 2.3 to our case we get the following inequality:
So all that is left to prove is that the right hand side is bigger than the doubled complex dimension of the basic cohomology of F . Let us consider the spectral sequences associated to the basic Dolbeault double complex. The first page of this spectral sequences are the basic ∂ and∂ cohomology of F , while their final page in both cases is the basic cohomology. This leads us to the conclusion:
This finishes the proof of the inequality. Now if the equality in the theorem holds then in particular the equality in Theorem 2.3 holds, which is equivalent to the ∂∂-lemma. If on the other hand the ∂∂-lemma holds then the spectral sequences associated to the basic Dolbeault double complex degenerate at the first page (This is the consequence of Theorem 2.2). This fact together with Theorem 2.3 gives us the desired equality.
We will now treat the special case when F is a Hermitian foliation on a closed manifold M. As it was proven in [13] the basic Dolbeault cohomology has finite dimension in this case. Hence we get the following corollary: Corollary 3.2. Let F be a Hermitian foliation on a closed manifold M. Then for all k ∈ N the following inequality holds:
Furthermore, the equality holds for every k ∈ N, iff F satisfies the ∂∂-lemma (i.e. it's basic Dolbeault double complex satisfies the ∂∂-lemma).
dd
Λ and d + d Λ cohomology theories
Basic definitions
Throughout this section let F be a transversely symplectic foliation of codimension 2q on a manifold M with basic symplectic form ω. Let us start by defining the symplectic star operator for F . The transverse symplectic form makes the fibers of the normal bundle NF into a symplectic vector space. Hence, we can define a nondegenerate pairingG on the sections of * N * F in the standard way. We can restrictG to a pairing G on basic forms. 
uniquely defined by the formula:
where α 1 and α 2 are arbitrary basic k-forms.
The symplectic * -operator is an isomorphism. Using this operator we can define a couple of other important operators on k-forms which will be used further in this paper:
The equality in the definition of d Λ is a consequence of the exact same local computations as in the manifold case. We can use this operator to define cohomology theories similar to those reviewed in the previous chapter:
It is easy to see that the basic d Λ -cohomology is simply the basic cohomology with reversed gradation.
Symplectic spectral sequence
We would like to prove the Frölicher-type inequality for the newly defined d + d Λ -and dd Λ -cohomology theories. However, in order to apply Theorem 2.4 we need to prove that the appropriate spectral sequences degenerate at the first page. To do so, we are going to adapt the proof presented in [8] . This proof is made for complex valued forms, but due to the universal coefficients theorem the degeneration of the spectral sequences at the first page for complex and real valued forms are equivalent. The idea used there, is to change the gradation on the space of forms, show that this change induces a spectral sequence equivalent in some regard to the original one and then prove that this new spectral sequence degenerates at the first page. So first let us state the theorem which will produce the new grading on the space of complex valued basic forms:
2) Given a symplectic vector space (V, ω), the subspaces of ∧
• V ⊗ C of the form:
We can apply this theorem by taking the normal bundle NF . The basic symplectic form will then make each fibre of this bundle into a symplectic vector space. Furthermore, we note that the isomorphism in the theorem applied fiberwise sends basic forms into basic forms since ω is basic. We shall show that the inverses of e iω and e Λ 2i also send basic forms to basic forms. Let us assume that α is a non-basic k-form on the normal bundle. The degree k component of e iω α is equal to α. Which means, that e iω α is non-basic as well. This proves that the inverse of e iω sends basic forms to basic forms. The proof for e Λ 2i is similar. We conclude that e iω e Λ 2i is an isomorphism on basic forms. Moreover, basic forms decompose as in the previous theorem. Theorem 4.2. For any complex valued basic form α the following equality holds:
Proof. By the definition of d Λ the equality d Λ = Λd − dΛ holds. Hence, by induction and the fact that d Λ and Λ commute, we get the equality:
This allows us to make the following computation for any complex valued basic k-form α:
Now let us denote by ∂ and∂ the projections of d| U k onto U k+1 and U k−1 respectively. We state several consequences of the previous theorem which will finish the construction of our alternate spectral sequence:
Having made this preparation we can proceed to the proof of our desired result:
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a manifold endowed with a transversely symplectic foliation F with basic symplectic form ω. Then both spectral sequences of the double complex Doub
Λ ) degenerate at the first page.
Proof. As we have mentioned before equivalently we can prove that the spectral sequence induced by the double complex associated to complex valued basic forms degenerates at the first page (due to the universal coefficients theorem). This in turn is equivalent to the degeneration at the first page of the spectral sequences induced by the complex Doub •,• (U • , ∂,∂) (by the previous theorem). We shall prove that the sequence with∂-cohomology on its first page degenerates at the first page (since the proof for the second spectral sequence is identical). Since this sequence is periodic and d = ∂ +∂ we know that this sequence converges to the basic cohomology of F (with the even\odd gradation). However, using the previous theorem we know that it's first page is isomorphic to the basic cohomology of F . This proves that the spectral sequences of Doub
•,• (U • , ∂,∂) degenerate at the first page. Hence, the same is true for the sequences induced by Doub
Symplectic Frölicher-type inequality
Using the final result from the previous section and Theorem 2.4 we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 4.4. Let M be a manifold endowed with a transversely symplectic foliation F of codimension 2q with transverse symplectic form ω. If the basic cohomology of F have finite dimension then the following inequality holds for any j ∈ N:
Furthermore, the equality holds if and only if F satisifies the dd Λ -lemma (i.e. the complex of basic forms satisfies the dd Λ -lemma).
As in the complex case the theorem is greatly simplified in the case of riemannian foliations:
Corollary 4.1. Let M be a compact manifold endowed with a transversely symplectic, riemannian, homologically orientable foliation F of codimension 2q with transverse symplectic form ω. The following inequality holds for any j ∈ N:
Furthermore, the equality holds if and only if F satisifies the dd Λ -lemma.
Proof. In this case we already know that the basic cohomology of F is finitely dimensional (proven in e.g. [13] ). Since the foliation is homologically orientable, the j-th and (2q − j)-th basic cohomology are isomorphic (proven in [15] ).
Applications to orbifolds
The results of this section are motivated by the fact that the leaf space of a riemannian foliation with compact leaves on a compact manifold is a compact orbifold (cf. [1] for basic definitions and properties of orbifolds). Furthermore every orbifold can be realized as a space of leaves of a Riemannian foliation (see [20] and [16] ). Moreover, foliated structures on this foliations project onto equivariant structures on the orbifolds of leaves (also basic forms are isomorphic as complexes to differential forms on the orbifold). Due to this and the fact that the proofs from the previous sections can be rewritten here almost word for word we allow ourselves to be a little lax with the notation (unless we prove a result without it's counterpart in the previous sections). It is worth noting that versions of some of the theorems presented in this section were proven in [2] in a more straightforward manner for global quotient orbifolds.
Complex orbifolds
Let X be a complex orbifold, and let (Ω •,• (X), ∂,∂) be the orbifold Dolbeault double complex, with total coboundary operator d = ∂ +∂. We define the following cohomology groups:
Due to the observation above we get the decomposition theorems and Frölicher-type inequality as simple consequences of their foliated counterparts (after remarking that the isomorphism between differential forms on the orbifold and basic forms of the corresponding foliaiton respect ∂ and∂). We start of again by defining the self-adjoint elliptic operators:
This allows us to state the following two theorems:
Theorem 5.1. (Decomposition for Bott-Chern cohomology of orbifolds) If X is a compact complex Hermitian orbifold, then we have the following decomposition:
In particular, there is an isomorphism:
Finally, we state our main result for complex orbifolds: Theorem 5.3. (Frölicher-type inequality for orbifolds) Let X be a compact complex orbifold of complex dimension n. Then, for every k ∈ N, the following inequality holds:
Furthermore, the equality holds, for every k ∈ N, iff X satisfies the ∂∂-lemma (i.e. it's Dolbeault double complex satisfies the ∂∂-lemma).
Symplectic orbifolds
The focus of this section is on the orbifold version of the symplectic Frölicher-type inequality. We start by stating the simple version which is a corollary of it's foliated counterpart. After that, we will relate this theorem to the hard Lefschetz property.
First of all, let us recall that on symplectic orbifolds we also have the symplectic star operator on forms defined in the standard way. Keeping this in mind we can also define the operators L, Λ, d
Λ as it is done for manifolds and as we did earlier for foliations. Now we can define cohomology theories that are of interest to us:
Remark 5.1. The results from the previous section concerning the degeneration of the spectral sequences can also be adapted to the orbifold case (either by repeating the proof from the foliated case or applying the result of the previous section to a foliation representing the orbifold in question).
Theorem 5.4. Let (X, ω) be a 2n-dimensional symplectic orbifold with finitely dimensional de Rham cohomology. Then for every k ∈ N the following inequality holds:
Furthermore, the equality holds iff X satisfies the dd Λ -lemma.
Our final goal in this section is to prove that an orbifold satisfies the dd Λ -lemma if and only if it has the hard Lefschetz property:
Theorem 5.5. Let X be a symplectic closed orbifold. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. X has the hard Lefschetz property.
The morphism of complexes (Ω
3. Any class in the de Rham cohomology of X has a representative which is d Λ -closed.
4. X satisfies the dd Λ -lemma.
Proof. In [6] the equivalence between the first and the third condition was proven in the closed case. Injectivity of the induced map in 2 can be equivalently written as
. After passing to the symplectic complement we get
, which in turn is equivalent to condition 3. 3 implies 4 is done word for word as in [19] . 4 implies
With this the equivalence of 3 and 4 is proven. We finish the proof by noting that 4 implies the surjectivity of the induced map in 2.
We finish this section with two corollaries of the previous theorem.
Corollary 5.1. Let M be a closed manifold with a transversely symplectic, Riemannian, homologically orientable foliation F with closed leaves. The following conditions are equivalent:
1. F has the hard Lefschetz property.
F satisfies the dd
Λ -lemma.
The morphism of complexes (Ω
4. Any class in the basic cohomology of F has a representative which is d Λ -closed.
Proof. Since the leaf space of such a foliation is a closed symplectic orbifold this is a consequence of the two previous theorems.
Remark 5.2. The compact leaves assumption can be dropped by using the same method as we use to prove the dd Λ -lemma in the transversely Kähler case. All that needs to be done is to show that under our assumptions there exists a compatible transverse almost complex structure. But the second proof of Proposition 2.50 (contractibility of the space of compatible almost complex structures) in [18] is easily addaptable to the transverse setting under the given assumptions. Existence of a compatible transverse almost complex structure is a simple corollary. Note however that the existence of some inner product is required for the proof to work and hence our foliation has to be Riemannian in order to apply this line of reasoning.
Corollary 5.2. Let (X, ω) be a 2n-dimensional closed symplectic orbifold. Then for every k ∈ N the following inequality holds:
Furthermore, the equality holds iff X has the hard Lefschetz property.
Examples
In this section we are going to verify the dd Λ -lemma and the ∂∂-lemma for some of the foliations presented in [9] . Keeping this in mind we will compute just enough cohomology groups to prove or disprove the aforementioned lemmas.
A transversely symplectic foliation not satisfying the dd Λ -lemma
Let N be the Lie group of real matrices of the form:
To simplify the notation we shall denote such a matrix by (x,y,z,t) in this subsection. We fix an irrational number s and define a subgroup of N (denoted by Γ) of matrices of the form:
where x 1 , x 2 .y, z 1 , z 2 , t are integers. We consider the left action of Γ on N. Let us consider a third Lie group U := (R 6 , ), with the group operation:
The group Γ is isomorphic to (Z 6 , ). Furthernore, there is a submersion u : U → N given by the formula:
The foliation on U defined by this submersion is (Z 6 , )-equivariant. Hence, it descends to a foliation F on U/(Z 6 , ). The basic forms of F correspond to Γ-invariant forms on N. Furthermore, this foliation is transversely symplectic due to the invariant, closed, nondegenerate form:
Let us start by making some observations: Remark 6.1. The orbits of the group Γ are dense in the x and z directions and have period one in the other two directions. Hence, basic functions of this foliation coincide with the smooth functions on a torus (the values depend on y and t).
Remark 6.2. By taking dx, dy, dz − xdy, dt as the orthonormal basis we define a transverse Riemannian metric on our foliation. This means that all the basic cohomology groups are finitely dimensional and hence we can apply the Frölicher-type inequality to determine if this foliation satisfies the dd Λ -lemma. We rename the chosen basis of one forms to α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 .
Since the equality in the appropriate version of the Frölicher-type inequality fails for second basic cohomology, we will focus our attention on 2-forms. Let: Λ )-cohomology is greater than the dimension of the second basic cohomology. The argument is similar for the dd Λ -cohomology. Here the images can be proven equal (modulo the part generated by f 13 α 1 α 3 and f 24 α 2 α 4 ). However, the form α 3 α 4 belongs to the kernel of dd Λ and doesn't belong to the kernel of d. This proves the inequality:
In particular, the dd Λ -lemma does not hold for this foliation.
A transversely holomorphic foliation not satisfying the ∂∂-lemma
We present now our second example. Let N be the Lie group of uppertriangular matrices in GL(3, C). And let Γ be its subgroup consisting of the matrices of the form:
) and s is a fixed irrational number. We again consider the left action of Γ on N and take the quotient with respect to this action. As in the previous example we consider another Lie group U := (C 5 , ) with group operation:
It is evident that Γ is isomorphic to ((Z[i]) 5 , ) and as before there is a submersion u : U → N given by:
This submersion defines a foliation F on M := U/( (Z[i] ) 5 , ).
Remark 6.3. By choosing the invariant orthonormal basis of 1-forms:
we define a transverse riemannian metric on this foliation. It is easy to compute that this foliation is homologically orientable. Hence, we can use the Frölicher-type inequality to determine whether this foliation satisfies the ∂∂-lemma Remark 6.4. As in the previous example the basic function of this foliation depend only on the z 2 variable and are the same as the smooth functions on a torus.
The equality in the Frölicher-type inequality fails for the first basic cohomology. By making some straightforward computation we get: This submersion defines a non-Káhler foliation F on M := U/((Z[i]) 5 , ) (cf. [9] ). It is easy to see that the only basic functions on this foliated manifold are constant. By taking the invariant basis of forms (dz 1 , dz 2 +z 1 dz 1 , dz 1 , dz 2 + z 1 dz 1 ) one can compute that all the complex Frölicher-type equalities hold and hence this foliation satisfies the ∂∂-lemma.
Remark 6.5. This foliation also has a transversely symplectic structure but the symplectic Frölicher-type equality fails in the second cohomology.
Remark 6.6. Analogously as in the manifold case the ∂∂-lemma implies the formality of the complex of basic forms for transversely holomorphic foliations. In particular, this foliation is formal. This implication is proven exactly as in the manifold case (cf. [11] ).
Transversely Kähler foliations
In this section we will prove the ∂∂-lemma and dd Λ -lemma for transversely Kähler foliations. As a consequence of this the Frölicher-type equalities provide an obstruction, which is relatively easy to check, to the existence of a transversely Kähler structure on a given foliation. We will start with the ∂∂-lemma. The following theorem was formulated in [10] . Theorem 7.1. Let F be a homologically orientable transversely Kähler foliation on a compact manifold M. Then F satisfies the ∂∂-lemma. In particular F is formal.
Proof. The first condition is satisfied under our assumptions (cf. [13] ). Due to our foliation being transversely Kähler, d
Λ is in fact the symplectic adjoint of d. Indeed, in this case the symplectic form can be written in terms of the transverse metric and the complex structure in the standard way. Furthermore the symplectic star operator can be written in terms of the Hodge star operator and the complex structure in the standard way. Hence, for any k-form β and (k − 1)-form α we have:
where J is an automorphism induced on the basic forms, by the transverse complex structure and ω is a non-degenerate pairing induced by the transverse symplectic structure. Keeping this in mind one can repeat the proves from the symplectic orbifold section to deduce the 3 latter conditions from the hard Lefschetz property.
